
 

 

 
 

 

The program provided an opportunity to meet new people and make new friends and Jed 
is still in contact with all of those participants that were part of his cohort. It also         
provided an opportunity to look at the various opportunities in science that could be   
considered as a future career. 

Whilst he agreed that the opportunity was Life Changing it also cemented his intention to 
progress his career through engineering. 

Selwyn shared the fact that Santa Maria had declined our invitation to participate in the 
Four Way Speech contest; Bev updated her progress toward finding an alternate venue & 
I shared the program for the upcoming Zone 1 Presidents meeting scheduled for 
10th May where we intend to create two sub committees. One will be to progress Lift The 
Lid, which is being led by Booragoon, and the other is a Zone Membership Committee 
which is being led by AG Kenn Williams. If any of you readers are interested in            
representing Attadale on either of those committees please contact me by 9th May. 

Also I requested volunteers to fill spots on the Makers Market Roster. We need four     
volunteers for each session and I am trying my best to avoid anyone doing more that one 
session. You can see from the roster that some people have volunteered for more than 
one session and there are several members who have not responded. I 
need a response from everyone by no later than Wednesday 11th May. If 
your YES is highlighted Yellow in the Roster I have accepted that   offer, 
so please lock it in your diaries; if your yes has not been highlighted 
yellow it is because I am awaiting other responses to see where they 
can fit in and then will accept your offer that fits with sharing the load. 

A well-attended meeting that proved to be both entertaining & 

-Rawlins & Kerry Scott, we 
were joined by Elaine Bennett & Charles Moffat as well as John & 
Kate McLean, who were invited by Valerie. We also had in attend-
ance Jed Stafford, whom we sponsored for the 2022 National 
Youth Science Program, along with his mother Susan. Jed gave 
an insightful talk about his experience, which was part online and 
part face-to-face at various universities in WA (thanks to the hard 
borders that existed in WA at that time). 



 

 

    17/04/2022 29/05/2022 25/09/2022 6/11/2022 18/12/2022 
Gillian Baker      

Mal Bennett  NO    

Betty Bright  NO    

Jim Calcei  YES    

Selwyn Castles      

Mick Donnes      

Martin Houchin  Y YES   

Shelley Konig      

George Lewkowsky      

Winston Marsh  NO    

Carole Maxwell  NO    

Colin McCulloch   YES YES YES 

Gail McCulloch   YES YES YES 

Giovanna McKay  NO    

Neil McKay 17/04/2022 Y Y Y Y 

Heather McNaught  YES    

Keith McNaught  YES    

Beverley Moffat  NO NO YES MAYBE 

Abby Parsons      

Kerry Parsons      

Ian Pittaway  Cover Late withdrawal 

Rod Rate      

John Sharp    NO YES 

Joyce Smith 17/04/2022 Y Y     

Della Smith-Rawlins    YES  

Jeff Spickett  YES    

Llew Withers 17/04/2022         

Valerie Sim      

Kerry Scott 17/04/2022         

Tania Solorzano      

 



 

 

 

 
  

Bev shared the stories of a number of holidays that she had experienced from a very 

Maybe its those experiences that have taught Bev how to become a successful Travel 
Agent. The disasters included losing her very young brother during embarkation for the 

ended in the Swan Valley because of an inability to change gear. This was quickly     
rectified by the supplier, with advice on how to change gear using a combination of a 
screwdriver stuck in the gear change mechanism at the same time as the gear was 
changed. Then there was the safari where Bev & Charles were trapped in their vehicle in 

I asked the question of Bev whether she & Charles had ever experienced a holiday that 
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Visitors are always welcome    

Come and enjoy great fellowship and friendship 
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